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Mitigation of Power Quality Issues using Dynamic VAr 

Compensators (DVCs) 

Power Quality problems plague the utility distribution network when there are commercial and industrial 
facilities present on the same network as residential customers. Power quality problems present as 
voltage flicker, voltage fluctuations, voltage sags, short interruption, long interruption, harmonic 
distortion, voltage unbalance, voltage surge and spikes, etc. All these voltage related issues can create 
nuisance for residential customers on the same network, can affect performance and life of residential 
owners’ equipment, can cause damage to commercial and industrial equipment, and can negatively affect 
industrial processes causing major monetary losses. 

Grain bin drying Saw Mills Feed Mills 
Figure 1: Examples of nasty industrial loads that cause power quality problems on utility networks 

Further, a megatrend that is transforming the utility landscape is the proliferation of distributed energy 
resources (DERs) especially distributed rooftop solar. With more penetration of solar on the grid, the 
intermittency of generation due to cloud cover variation causes voltage at the point of common coupling 
to fluctuate causing annoyance for customers connected to the same service transformer. Further, during 
reverse power condition, when the load is low and solar generation high, over-voltages are observed that 
can be dangerous for utility crew members working in the field. These over-voltages can even affect life 
of customer equipment and potentially cause premature failures. Such voltage fluctuation impact the 
Quality of Service (QoS) for consumers and poses a challenge for utilities to maintain grid voltages within 
the ANSI C84.1 range.   

CONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS TO MITIGATE POWER QUALITY PROBLEMS 
Some conventional solutions that exist in the toolkit of utilities to combat these power quality issues are: 

1. Capacitor banks, line voltage regulators, load tap changers – primary assets that are
electromechanical in nature and can help with managing voltage to a certain degree but due to
their nature of control they cannot be fast enough to address most of the power quality related
issues

2. Line and transformer upgrades, load redistribution – wires upgrade as they are called are a
relatively expensive alternative to solving issues related to voltage problems and can take
significant effort and time. Further, they again may not be able to relieve the grid from most of
the power quality problems

3. Static Synchronous Compensators (STATCOMs), Medium Voltage Static VAR Compensators
(MVSVC) – connected on MV side, these solutions are fast acting but provide relief at a single
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point on the network. As they are single resources, their failure can cause the entire grid to be 
back with the same quality problems. Further, they are expensive and cost the utility anywhere 
from $300k to $1M including installation, commissioning and operational and maintenance 
expenditure. 

A PROMISING NEW SOLUTION TO SOLVE POWER QUALITY ISSUES 
Clearly, conventional solutions have several limitations that has prompted development of new age power 
electronics based solutions that can solve most of the issues related to voltage on utility network. One 
such solution is the Dynamic VAr Compensator (DVC). DVCs are utility-owned single-phase devices rated 
at around 10 kVAr and operate on the secondary side of the service transformers (208V, 240V, 277V). 
They are usually placed at the locations on distribution circuit that require support (over-voltage or under-
voltage). A group of these grid-edge devices operate autonomously and regulate the local voltage tightly 
at a specified setpoint within a specified dead-band (±0.5V).  

DVCs can be series connected or shunt connected. The shunt connected devices not only regulate the 
secondary voltage but positively impact the primary side of the distribution network due to VArs that flow 
on the primary side and compensate for excess VArs that would otherwise results in technical losses. As 
these devices are spread across a utility distribution network, they don’t suffer from the problem of a 
single point of failure and have built in redundancy from a system perspective. 

An example of shunt connected DVC installed either on a pole or pad is shown in Figure 2. All these devices 
are capable of two-way wireless communication with either a hosted or an on-premise server that hosts 
a grid edge management software application that acts as the supervisory control, provides visualization, 
and data analytics on the data collected from all the field deployed devices. These devices can also act 
completely autonomously using an intelligent Self-Learning Setpoint Algorithm (SELSA) whereby they don’t 
need to communicate with any headend server and they take actions completely independently.   

Pole-mount DVC Pad-mount and Integrated-to- Grid Edge Management Software 
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As the DVC is a power-electronics based device, it can respond within one cycle to mitigate flicker caused 
due to C&I loads turning ON and OFF such as irrigation motors, grain bin drying facilities, saw-mills etc. In 
the first example, a 100 HP motor operates at 460V connected to a 75 kVA single phase transformer that 
has a center tapped secondary voltage of 480V (240V – N – 240V). Two DVCs are connected between the 
center tapped transformer. The philosophy of using a DVC on such applications is to directly mitigate the 
problem at the source of it and prevent the flicker from travelling on to the feeder. As seen in Figure 3, 
without the DVC, a flicker of more than 5% is observed. While, the DVC cuts down the flicker to less than 
2%.    

Figure 3: A 5% flicker due to a 100 HP motor is observed at the transformer without any fast voltage support (left). Two DVCs 
connected across the transformer reduce the flicker to 2% due to fast sub-cycle response (right) 

CASE STUDY 2: MITIGATING FEEDER WIDE FLICKER 
A second philosophy of using DVC is to mitigate flicker by locating the DVCs not at the source of the 
problem but where the flicker causes nuisance on residential customers in the vicinity. For instance, in 
situations where the size of the C&I load causing issue is large (MWs), the DVC will need to be placed on 
different locations on the circuit to provide a shield to residential customers from the flicker. 

Figure 4 shows an example of a voltage profile where a feed mill is connected close to the substation and 
when the feed mill turns ON it causes a 5% voltage flicker on the entire feeder downstream of the 
substation. With 114 DVCs deployed, the voltage flicker on the entire feeder is limited to 0.3% - 2.5%. In 
this case study, the MV-SVC that existed upstream close to the substation was not performing well and 
had to be decommissioned – causing sunk cost for the utility.  

Transformer DVC 
Figure 2: Different flavors of Dynamic VAr Compensator (DVC) and Grid Edge Management Software 

REAL-WORLD CASE STUDIES 
Using several real-world case studies, next we demonstrate how DVCs can be helpful in solving some of 
the nasty power quality problems found in the field.  

CASE STUDY 1: MITIGATING IRRIGATION MOTOR LOAD FLICKER 
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Figure 4: Without any MV or LV support and with the feed mill off, minimum feeder voltage is around 116V (left), as soon as the 
feed mill turns on, the minimum voltage on the entire system drops by 5% (center). 114 DVCs reduce the flicker to less than 2.5% 

(right) to isolate all residential customers from the flicker 

CASE STUDY 3: ROOFTOP SOLAR PV INDUCED FLICKER MITIGATION 
As highlighted before, due to the intermittency of solar generation, the voltage fluctuation at the point of 
common coupling can increase causing residential customers connected to the same transformer to 
notice flicker. With DVCs connected to the secondary of these service transfomers, the voltage can be 
made smooth and flicker free.  

Two days of data from a month long testing on a circuit in Hawaii demonstrates the efficacy of DVC in 
mitigating solar related voltage fluctuation. On the first day, the DVC is turned OFF to show the high 
voltage volatility seen on the left side of Figure 5 (voltage on the top plot, kVArs injected on the middle 
plot and solar irradiance on the bottom plot). On the next day, the DVC is turned ON and it starts to inject 
VArs to control the voltage within a tight band. It can be seen that the voltage fluctuation is cut down by 
half (see right side of Figure 5) regardless of the extent of intermittency of solar generation represented 
by the solar irradiance.  
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Figure 5: Efficacy of DVC in mitigating solar related voltage fluctuation problems 

CASE STUDY 4: RESPONSE OF DVC TO VOLTAGE SAGS 
Voltage sags occur in distribution network as a result of system faults that propagate throughout the 
network downstream of where the fault occurs. The fault may be cleared using a recloser but while the 
recloser operates the voltage of the system downstream experiences a sag.  

DVCs by virtue of the fact that they operate within a cycle can help support voltage during voltage sag 
events. However, being shunt devices, the level of voltage support is always dependent on the network 
impedance and may vary between 1% - 3% locally and can be as high as 6% on a system level provided 
sufficient number of DVCs are present in the network with adequate VArs providing swarm effect.  

At a customer site a voltage sag was captured using a power quality meter as shown in Figure 6 where a 
DVC was already deployed. It can be seen that the DVC starts injecting VArs 12 msecs after the sag occurs 
validating the fast-acting behavior of the device as well as support to voltage sag events.  
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Figure 6: Validation of fast-acting behavior and support to voltage sag events of a DVC locally 

CASE STUDY 5: RESPONSE TO WEAK UPSTREAM NETWORKS USING BULK DVCS – FIDVR MITIGATION 
System faults on the transmission network can lead to Fault-Induced Delayed Voltage Recovery (FIDVR) 
events. FIDVR events are characterized by the stalling of induction motors (residential air conditioning 
units powered by single-phase induction motors). The phenomenon is further characterized by an initial 
voltage recovery after the clearing of a transmission fault to less than 90% of pre-contingency voltage and 
slow voltage recovery of more than two seconds to expected post-contingency steady state voltage levels. 
FIDVR can initiate further tripping of load and generation due to insufficient reactive resources. Bulk 
deployment of DVCs can help provide the necessary reactive support as demonstrated by this case study.  

Seventy seven (77) DVCs are deployed on a substation. An example of one voltage sag event at this 
substation is provided in Figure 7. The figure also depicts the change in VArs as seen at the substation. If 
we focus on Sag 1, the voltage drops by roughly 10.4% and then recovers to 6.4%. This sag sustains for 
35.5 cycles (0.59 secs). The change in kVArs seen at the substation is on the order of 560 kVArs.  

At exactly the same time, all the DVC devices see a voltage sag as reported in Figure 8 top plot (voltage). 
As a result of sudden drop in voltage, the DVC kVArs increases from 489 kVArs to 821 kVAr a change of 
~332 kVArs. The speed of response of the group of 77 DVCs can be observed from the power quality meter 
voltage and kVAr plot. There is a delay in detection of nearly 1 cycle, and a sag rise time of 1.5 cycles, 
corresponding to a total response time of 2.5 cycles. Note that in all the figures, one sample corresponds 
to ~8.3 msec. This and many other results captured in this testing is a testimony to the speed of response 
as well as the dynamic VAr support that a large group of distributed DVCs can provide on the distribution 
grid for supporting nasty events such as FIDVR.  
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Figure 7: Sag event collected on substation (voltage left), (kVAr right) 

Figure 8: Sag event collected by DVC (voltage left), response rate captured by voltage and kVAr plot on the right as recorded by 
PQube at the substation 

CONCLUSIONS 
Power Quality Issues originate from disparate sources such as nasty industrial loads, faults on utility 
network, weaker upstream transmission network, newer intermittent sources of generation such as solar 
and wind, and are difficult and expensive to mitigate using conventional methods available to utilities. 
Newer distributed power electronics based technology presented in this paper such as the Dynamic VAr 
Compensator (DVCs) offer a cost-effective simple solution to mitigate many of these power quality issues. 
Through several case studies it was demonstrated that DVCs can solve a variety of power quality 

problems in real-world scenario offering fast speed of response, resilience, reliability and redundancy 
which are the cornerstone of any utility’s philosophy.    
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